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KV-5 Super-heaVy TanK
DeVelopmenT
With the KV-1 and KV-2 heavy tanks in operation, work was begun on even heavier designs. The 
KV-3 was an improved KV-1, the KV-4 a design exercise that created many weird and wonderful 
designs for multi-turreted tanks and assault guns, and the KV-5 an immense 100-ton tank with 
armour 170mm (6.7”) thick mounting a 107mm gun.

In April 1941, N V Tseits of the SKB-2 design bureau was given six months to design this 
monster and deliver a prototype, Object 225. His design team included K I Kuzmin (hull), L 
Sychev (turret) and N Fedorchuk (running gear). Despite the short time frame, the design of 
the KV-5 was almost complete by August 1941 and production of the prototype had begun when the 
approaching German Army forced the design team to evacuate to the Urals. 

The KV-5 was a true monster of a tank. 
Nearly three times as long as a T-34 
medium tank, and over twice as high, it 
dominated the battlefield in more ways 
than one.

While it is slow, the gigantic KV-5 is 
almost immune to all enemy action and can 
destroy any enemy tank at long range.

DeSign FeaTureS

Weighing in at 100 tons, the KV-5 was easily 
the heaviest tank attempted anywhere at the 
time. Its armour is impenetrable, while its gun 
can destroy any other vehicle in existence.

Anti-tank 14, Front 14, Side 12

The proposed tank was huge: 36’5”/11.10m long, 
13’1”/4.00m tall, and weighing 100 tons. The 
crew of five had plenty of room, but were 
widely separated. Both the driver-mechanic and 
the radio operator-machine gunner had separate 
compartments with their own vision cupolas. 
The turret was large for its three man crew, 
with another machine-gun cupola on top for the 
commander.

CombaT SerViCe
The main components of the prototype KV-5 
were evacuated with the plans. They received 
low priority for the remainder of 1941. 
When conditions improved in early 1942, the 
prototype was completed and production began.

The super-heavy tanks of the Bolshoi Tankovy 
Polk (Great Tank Regiment) were committed to 
Marshal Zhukov’s Operation Mars in November 
1942. Despite their immense power, they were 
unable to eliminate the Rzhev Salient and the 
threat to Moscow that it represented.

gVarDeySKiy bolShoi moShnoSTi TanKoVy Company
(guarDS greaT-power TanK Company)

COMPANy

3 KV-5  ............... 795 points 

2 KV-5  ............... 530 points 

1 KV-5  ............... 265 points

KV-5 SpeCiFiCaTionS

The officers of the Bolshoi Moshnostoi 
Tankovy Polk were hand-picked by the NKVD 
to ensure their competence and loyalty.

Gvardeyskiy Bolshoi Moshnostoi Tankovy 
Companies are rated as: Fearless Trained

With a high proportion of officers in the 
company, Gvardeyskiy Bolshoi Moshnostoi 
Tankovy Companies use more sophisticated 
tactics than most Soviet troops, and are not 
affected by the Hen and Chicks special rule.

    Armour

Name Mobility Front Side Top Equipment and Notes

KV-5 Very Slow Tank 14 12 2 Co-ax MG, Deck MG, Cupola MG,  

      Overloaded, Unreliable.

Weapon Range ROF Anti-tank Firepower

107mm ZIS-6 gun 32”/80cm 1 14 2+
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Designation: Tyazhyeliy Tank KV-5

Crew: 5 (cdr, gnr, ldr, dvr, MG gnr)

Weight: 220,462lb/100,000kg
Length: 36’5”/11.10m
Height: 13’1”/4.00m
Width: 12’11”/3.95m
Armament: 1x 107mm ZIS-6 gun, 
 3x 7.62mm DT machine-guns

Armour Thickness: Up to 170mm

Engine: 2x V-2 12-cylinder diesel,  
 2368cu in/39 litre, 600hp each
Suspension: Transverse torsion bar

Stalin has made it clear that all commanders 
fielding bolshoi tanks must commit to 
a specific plan. He has expressed his 
displeasure in no uncertain terms to those 
who order them back and forth to no gain.

replaCing STanDarD equipmenT
A Soviet force may replace one Gvardeyskiy 
Tyazhelyy Tankovy Company with a Gvardeyskiy 
Bolshoi Moshnosti Tankovy Company.


